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Once more it becomes absolutely neces-
sary for us to call attention to our condi-
tion financially. During the past two 
months, the Business Manager has sent a 
bill, together with a letter requesting pay-
ment, to every subscriber among the 
Alumni. The return has been alarmingly 
small. In fact, only a small portion of the 
subscribers have remitted their arrears 
thus far. Now, as it was stated some time 
since, we are in rather straitened circum-
stances, and we need every subscription in 
order to make ends meet. 
We do not understand why it should be 
necessary to emphasize the payment of sub-
scriptions to such a body of gentlemen as 
constitute the subscribers of the W P I . 
It is well known that our Alumni occupy 
prominent and lucrative positions. There 
is not a subscriber of onrs but couJd imme-
diately pay his subscription without any 
perceptible inconvenience. Why, then, 
this delay , and, indeed, sometimes failure? 
Our Alma Mater is growing in import-
ance every day. Surely its representative 
paper ought not to require to have its claims 
pushed forward in tbjg manner. It is true 
we have a large number of subscribers who 
always pay their subscriptions cheerfully 
and promptly, W e are not addressing 
these gentlemen, but only those wbo appar-
ently ignore the notification sent them by 
the Business Manager. 
Owing to the previous business misman-
agement of this paper, there have been a 
number of subscriptions collected before 
they became due, and no record made of 
the fact on our books. The present Busi-
ness Manager can simply take the records 
as he finds them, and thus there have been 
cases where bills have been sent to sub-
scribers who have already paid. If these 
subscribers will inform the Business Mana-
ger when such is the case, he will gladly 
make the necessary corrections. It is dis-
appointing to find that we are not to receive 
the money we expected; but, nevertheless, it 
is much more satisfactory than to have our 
notification ignored entirely. 
We believe that if our subscribers remem-
bered how materially the publication of this 
paper jncreases our work at the Institute, 
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they would be more willing to assist us by 
prompt remittance when requested. We 
trust it will not be necessary to mention 
this matter again. If your bill is still 
unpaid kindly look it up and attend to it at 
once. 
That our Faculty is interested in our well-
being, physically as well as mentally, is 
shown by the fRet that they have arranged 
to shoulder, in conjunction with the In-
structors and resident Alumni, the pur-
chasing of the prizes for next Thursday. 
Let us prove that we are worthy their kind-
ness. 
Next Thurday's Games promise to be a 
greater success than its most ardent sup-
porters dared hope. Numbers of entries 
are promised from outside colleges, and 
many cracks will be here. 
The effect on our own athletic outlook is 
marked, and the Athletic Committee of the 
Facul ty, which has fostered the project 
from the start, deserves very great credit. 
They made a bold move, hut the result 
shows their foresight. Captain Allen now 
has fifty men training daily ut t he rink. 
There are severnl promising men in this 
number, and it is safe to say that the ma-
jority were brought out by the opportuni-
ties offered at the Indoor Meet. 
With this view in mind the Meet cannot 
be a fttilure, no matter what the financial 
result. We may say, however, that ths 
finances need cause no worry, and there is 
small doubt but that the Rink will be filled, 
and the Treasurer of the Association return 
home rejoicing after the Games. 
Is it possible that our athletic fervor has 
caused us to forget the Burlesque? If so, 
let this serve as a reminder that the date for 
the production is but seven weeks distant. 
Two things are now lacking, which, if 
soon provided, will ensure the success of 
the work ; namely, entbueiasm and constant 
attendance at rehearsals. 
Both the ballet and chorus need constant 
practice to bring them to proper form; in-
spiration will not do it. The practice at 
first may be slightly tiresome, but it is sure 
to grow more interesting as the workers 
become more skilful, and what satisfaction 
each one may feel at the part he had in 
making the Burlesque a triumph in college 
theatricals. 
Let us urge that more men turn out for 
both ballet and chorus, and t hat they attend 
rehearsals faithfully, for the ten per cent. 
rule doesn't hold in this matter. 
It is with great pleasure that we announce 
the final organization of the Current Topics 
Club. The idea is an excellent one and 
should receive encouragement from students 
and instructors alike. No one who attended 
the last meeting of the Society could but 
feel that he bud obtained information on an 
important subject, in a short time and in a 
pleasant manner. 
The tendency of all societies in our Col-
lege is toward special lines of thought and 
work, so, when a club is formed whose ob-
ject. is general and wide reaching, it must be 
of benefit to a g reat number. It obviates 
the danger, which is imminent in a college 
like our own, of the men, engrossed in sci-
entific labor, becoming narrow. 
The student in this Institute lacks oppor-
tunity for genera l reading. His studies take 
up most of his time; and, if not occupied 
in his college work, he seldom feels like 
indulging in outside literary work. 
This, we may say, is the rule, but we are 
confident there are many exceptions. But 
since it is the rule we must deal fairly with 
it and see bow it may be overthrown. 
What better way, what pleasanter way, 
than by attending the meetings of the Current 
Topics Club? At these meetinoos r emarks 0 
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are made by men, whose duty it has been to 
inquire into, and form opinions on, the mat-
ter under discussion; men who have cure-
fully collected facts and figures for our 
enlightenment. All this may become our 
own at a trifling expenditure of time. This 
t ime wil l be taken uut once in two weeks, 
notice of the meeting being posted in ad-
vance so that all may arrange to attend. 
All this good, howe\·er, can only be llC-
complished by the nwal\ene<l intere t of the 
students. Shall it fai l ? 1.Ye hope eYery 
one connected with the I n titute wi ll an-
swer, No. If such an answer is conscien-
t iously made, the Club cannot but be n 
success. 
The t•esponsibi lity rests with you, Stu-
dents of the I nstitute. See to it that you 
do your duty. 
' Ve suggest that a larger attendance 
might be secured hy chnnging the hou1· of 
meeting so that jt will not conflict with 
Burlesque rehearsals . 
LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS AND 
HOW TO TREAT THEM. 
All .&INtrad o f' ll:r. A . D . Bbteea ' • Paper. 
"It hns long been known," the speaker began, 
"that poets cannot be made, but must be horn. 
T o a certain extent tuis is true of observers 
also; but just as one may learn to write cred it-
able verse, eYen in the absence of the ' dinne 
frenzy' that is necessary to make one a poet, so, 
also, one may learn to be a very fair observer, 
even thoogh he bas no especial natuml nptitode 
for observing. I am not here to tell you bow 
to observe, but rathe1· to discuss the treatment 
of the obser>ations after they have been made; 
and yet I should like to say a few u-ords about 
observing, by way of introduction. In the first 
place, you should study your instrument, and 
in>estigate the errors to which it is liable ; and 
you should then endeavor to plan your experi-
ments so that the effects of these error:il will be 
as small as possible. For example. Jet us con-
sider the common tangent galntnometer. (1) 
In the first place we have to consider tbc possi-
bility of pw·(lllax errors; for if the needle is 
not in the same plnne with the scale we shall ob-
tain an erroneous reading, unless the eye is 
situated directly o>er tbe needle. P tu-nllax 
errors ru·e easily avoided, as yon know, by 
placing o. piece of mirror-glass below the needle, 
and taking care tbat the image of the pupil of 
the eye is bisected by the neeule as we look 
down to take a r~'lding. (2) We haYe also to 
consider the possibility of the need lc-ph·ot ueioO' 
sugbtly eccentric with respect to tbe QTa<luated 
circle. Any iostmmentnl impet·fcctio0u of this 
kind will cause the reading to be too g reat. at 
one end of the need le and too small at the other 
end; and its effect mav be eliminate(1 bv ob-
scrYing the needle nt both ends, and tn.kiu;, the 
menu of tllc two readings so obtnined. 0 (:3) 
~he zero of t?e g rauuatecl circle may de,·inte a 
little from str1ct magnetic north, or tbe plane of 
the coil m:ty not be flCCnmtely square to the line 
joiu~ng the needle-pivot nml the zero-point of 
the mstroment. In either of these cases tue ob-
served deflection will be too lnrrre or too small· 
but t_be. effects of such. errors in ~ltljustment may 
b~ ellllllllated by mnking ltro ol.>sen·ntions, one 
wtth tbe current trnYersiug the coil clockwise, 
nnd the other with tbe current pns ing conuter-
clockwise. One of the rendinO'S so outnined 
wi11 be too large and tbe other too small; and 
if the instrument is only sli!;htl!l out of adju 't· 
ment the mean of the two reading "~ill be on-
affected by the errors we are con idering. Of 
course there ar·e still many otber errors to wbicb 
gnJ,•nnomcters are lin ble, but I bave aid enouab 
to illustrate tllc point I wnottld to tru.tke, \\ hi~h 
is, that in order to get good results we bave to 
study oru· instruments cnrefolly, nod plan our 
work so that the ,·arions instrumentnl errors may 
be eliminaLed, as far as possible. 
You must always remember tbnt yrm are 
a part of the mechanism by whicb the obser-
vation is made-you are really a part of tbe in-
strument. You must, there fore, take care, not 
only of the inanimate part of the combination, 
bat also of yourse~fi nod you must kuow some-
thing about the errors to which you nre liable. 
AbO\·e all, do not try to do too much at once. 
Do wbat you do carefully and well; but if you 
find tbnt tho work cannot be completed to your 
entire satisfaction to-clay, remember that there 
is another day coming, :mel wait for it. The 
humnu body never works perfectly, nntl it is 
found that the very best observers bave a con-
stnnt babit of error in making certain kinde; of 
observations. This hnbitunl error, or per:;onnl 
error,' as it is called, has been stodied mo:;t in 
connection with the estimation of time. In ob-
sening the passage of n star aero. s the merid-
ian, for example, some observers will be late in 
their estimnte. uod will not be satisfied tbat lhe 
tr:lllsit has occurred until a fraction of a second 
ajte1· tbe true passage. Others, ou tlle otber 
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hand, will be anxious to be 'on time,' and will 
conclude that the event has occurred, wllen it 
still wants a fraction of a second of the true 
time. A nonce will observe transits sometimes 
too soon, and at other times too late; but the 
experienced observer settles down to a constant 
habit, so that his estimates are all too early, or 
all too late, by an amount which is fairly con-
stant. A cow~tant personal error is of small 
importance, because the ultimate object of time-
measures is usually the determination of an in-
terval of some sort; and if tile errors commit-
ted at the beginning of the interval and at the 
end of it, are identical, botb in magnitude nnd 
in sign, the interval itself will be unaffected by 
them. I t may interest you to know how 'per-
sonal error • was fi rst discovered, so I will read 
you the account of it giwn in the American 
Oyclopredia: 'Tlle first recorded ca e of per-
sonal equation [ i . e. personal error] occurs in 
the obse1·vations, for the year 1796, of 1\inske-
lyne, the astronomer-royal of Englan<l. He 
says tbnt in Augus t, 1795, his assistnnt, Mr. 
Kinnebrook, began to record bis observations 
half a second Inter thnn he suoulll, and in 1796 
about eight-tenths of a second too lnle, alld 
that it appeared to be imposs ible for bim to 
overcome the habit. Muskelyne assumed that 
his own observntious were correct, nnd dis-
charged bis assistant, although he says be was 
"diligent and useful." This was a case of per-
sonal equation, and 'lt the present day astrono-
mers place us much reliance upon the observa.-
tions of Kinnebrook ns upon those of :i\las-
kelyne.' 
As I bn>e said, you cannot avoid having a 
personal error ; and hence you should take 
measures to ensw·e that th(tt error shall be con-
stant, or as ue.'lrly so as possible. You should 
never allow yourself to feel iu the least degree 
anxious about your work, you should always do 
your observing in a comfortable position, and 
you shoulll take care of your general health. 
As a single illustration of the attention that 
good observers pay to small points. l may sny 
that the best of them, in recording times by 
means of the electric chronograph, take care 
that their ann and band shall always be in n.bout 
the same position, so that the muscles may have 
the same leverage every time they prt:!ss the key, 
and the fingers respond with uniform quickness 
to the impulse sent to them by the brain. 
In recording observations and in mnking 
computations, always he methodical. It is best 
to have ruled note-books in which to record 
measurements, but in the work that you will be 
l ikely to do this will seldom be feasible, on ac-
count of the expense in>olved. B oweYer, yon 
can easily prepare some sheets of paper by 
ruling them with a pen, and writing in the bead-
ings of the various columns. I wonld advise 
you, wherever possible, to use ink, both in re-
cording and computing. Above all things, do 
not record your measures on miscellaneous slips 
of paper, reJying on your memory to tell you 
what the various entries mean. These bits of 
advice mny seem beneath your notice; but I 
assure you that they aTe worthy of the most 
careful consideration. If you relax your vigi-
lance in the smallest respect, you may be sure 
that errors wiU creep into your work-some-
where and somehow. 
There is one point that I should like to dis-
cuss very fully, but which I shalll.lave to dismiss 
with a few words. I refer to the rejection of 
observn.t ions. You may as well make up your 
mind, at tbe very outset, that you are going to 
make some discordant measures, because then 
you will be more resigned to them when they 
come. Professor C. S. P eirce, formerly of the 
U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, once had a 
couple of young men at work for him (I wasn't 
one (Jf them I), and for a considemble time their 
measures came out Yery smoothly. They were 
quite elated, and called the Professor's attention 
to the quality of the work they were doing; but 
be, instead of being properly impressed, merely 
nodded his head, and said, sympathiziogly, 
' Boys, don't b~ discouraged I Keep right on, 
and you'll get some Lad ones.' The tempta.tion 
to reject an apparently bad obserYation is often 
too great to be resisted by the novice ; but you 
will find that compelcut, honest, and experienced 
observers do not throw out such work, but write it 
right down in his books, possibly marking such 
suspected measures with an ( ?) , so that they 
can afterwards remember wllich they were. The 
best rule tha.t I can give you in a. few words is, 
Never rejecL a. measure, unless you have posi-
tive knowle(fge tha.t it is wrong. Jf your instru-
ment falls over on tlte floor, or if you know you 
disturbe<l an adjustiog-sc1·ew, there may be rea-
son in l'Cjection; but otherwise my counsel 
would be, to keep eve1·ything. Several important 
discoveries have been brought to light by ob-
servations that were apparently discordant, and 
I have seen repeated instances in which suspected 
observations were afterwards proved to be the 
best of the lot. You will often see published 
observations in which the results are remarkably 
accordant; and when you compare these with 
your own, you may possibly be discouraged and 
feel that your work is extraordinarily poor. 
Yon must not allow your elf to do so I Rest 
assured that tllose smooth, published results con-
ceal a story that would be of extreme interest, 
if we could only read between the lines. I do 
not mean to imply that they have been dishon-
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estly ' prepared,' but that they are very likely 
the final outcome of a great amount of relatively 
poor work, which does not appear on the surface. 
Many hout·s of patient, unrecorded toil were re-
quired before the conditions of success were 
understood, and the instruments and methods of 
observing perfected sufficiently to make accord-
ant resul ts possible.'' 
The speaker tben passed to the consideration 
of graphical methods of treating observations. 
B e touched first upon tbe simple plotting of the 
results, giving as an example the calibration enors 
of a thermometer, and illustrating the process 
of interpolation by finding, from the diagram, 
the calibration- correction to be applied to a 
given reading of thermometer. Begnault, he 
said, plotted his observations on a smooth cop-
per plate, by means of a dividing engine, making 
the interpolations in the same way. The useful-
ness of the graphical method in enabling us to 
draw conclusions concerning points that. cannot 
be directly investigated by experiment, was illus-
trated by quoting Rankine's method of obtaining 
the position of the absolute ze1·o of tempem-
ture. 
Rankine argued tl..tat such bodies as air and car-
bonic acid will depart more and more from the 
condition of a perfect gas, the greater their dens-
ity becomes; and he considered that the coeffi-
cient of expansion of a perfect gas might be 
obtained by determining the limit towards which 
the cocOlcients of actual gases approach, ns their 
densities are indefinitely reduced . By using t ile 
results obtained for air and C02 , the speaker 
deduced, graphically, the limiting value of the 
coefficients of expansion ; and tbe reciprocal of 
this gives the position of tbe absolute zero, which 
was found to be about 274.3° C. below tbe 
freezing point. Tbe chief objection to the grapiJ-
ical metbocl is its crudeness, and the speaker 
showed how this could be overcome by tl.te use 
of "residual curves," such as are described in 
Pickering's Physical Manipulation. ~everal ex-
amples of these curves were g iven, the principnl 
ones being M•·. cbott's investigation of the mag-
netic declination at Paris during the past 350 
years, and an illustration of the determination of 
wave-lengtbs by means of scale-readinas on a 
single-prism spectroscope. e 
"The graphical method is also useful," be con-
tinued , "wb~n we wish to determine empirical 
equations between observed quantities; for a 
plot often enables one to make a shrewed guess 
at the form of equation tbnt will fit the given ob-
servation curve. I remembe1· a very good illus-
tration of this point that was once g iven by 
Professor Sinclair. 'If you glance out of the 
window and see something in the yard that looks 
l ike a cat,' he said, 'that does not prove that it 
is a cat, bot yet it lends some color to the sup-
position; and it is then easy to find out whether 
you are right or not. In the same way, if you 
see a curve that looks like a parabola, you have 
not proved anything, but you hs.ve a suggestion, 
which you can then proceed to investigate.' I 
ha,'e thought of that illustration a. great many 
times, nod there is a good deal in it. I have 
often been nskoo bow to lind the equation of a 
given curve. The only uuswer to thls question 
thnt eno be g iven is • If you know some general 
property of the cmvc you cnn flocl its equation; 
!Jut otLerwise the problem is impossible! The 
equation of n. curve really coutnius an iufi"ite 
amount of ioformn.tion, inasmuch as it gives tl..te 
relatious uctween the coordinates of au infinite 
number of points. In ot·der to de•·ive the equa-
tion we bave to know something about all of 
tbe e points. A general prope•ty of tbe curve 
supplies such information; but when nothing is 
given but the coordinates of n few of llle points, 
we nrc rea lly required to deduce an infinite 
amount of information from a finite quantity of 
do.ta.. I think U1e mere statement of the prolJ-
lem, in this light, is su fficient to show the im-
possiuility of soh·iog it. But although we cnn-
not find no exact eq uation to n curve from such 
meagre data, we can always find some cuiTe that 
shall agree witb the ~h'en cu rve so clo ely that 
the di~:~tance IJetween the two shall nowhere ex-
ceed a certain proposed limit." 
' Vheo tbe curvature is not very great, it is 
usually possible to approximate the cUrYe satis-
factorily by m~ans of an equation of tbe form 
y = a + bx + c x 2 + · · · ( 1) 
keeping as rnauy terms as experience may show 
to be necessary. "When no sntisfactory equa-
tion of this forw can be found, it is often useful 
to try a series of descemliog powe•·s, such ns 
Y=n+ IJ + c + x x2 · · · (2) 
W ben neither of these forms will g ive a satisfac-
tory result by itself, some combination of tbe 
two may be found serviceable ; for example, 
sometbing like this: 
y = n + b x +- 0 - · x2 " 
1\Iethods of finding the cot'ilicients of (I) and 
(2) readily were given, but space will not ullow 
us to describe them. 
At the conclusion of :\l r. Risteco's address 
Dr. Mt•rHlenhall spoke briefly of a few points 
tbat occu rred to him in conne<:tion with the sub-
ject undt>r discussion. He agreed with the 
speaker, he said, in bis ad\'ice to keep all ob er-
vntions that do not invoh·e manifest blunders. 
Professor Benjamin P eirce had de\'ised a matbe-
muticnl criterion for the rejection of obsernl-
tions, but it is not generally in use among ob-
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servers nt the present day, and some doubts 
have been eX"pressed ~ith regard to its validity. 
I t is important to note all the little irregulari-
ties of au observation curve-the ''big bttmps" 
have aU been seen before, nod have been pretty 
thorougbJy investigated. Only a short time ago 
Mr. Schott, of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic 
Smvey, bad discovered a most minute variation 
in the ml\gnetic declination, a variation so slight 
that it had entirely escaped the attention of 
others. The period of this Yariation b.'lS been 
found to coincide with the moon's period of 
revolution about the earth, and there is little 
doubt about the irreguJarity in the motion of the 
magnetic needle being due to an actual tidal 
motion of the solid earth, under the in6oence of 
the moon's attraction . Here is a case io which 
important conclusions are drawn from inegu-
larities in the observations so sligbt as to be 
barely perceptible, even when we are told that 
they nre there. Another instnnce of the im-
portance of "bad" measures is atl'onled by the 
results of Crookes' researches ou high-Yacnum 
tubes. In detennining the atomic weight of 
thallium Professor Crookes found that his weigb-
ings were subject to slight enors that lle coul<l 
not nccount for. l3y patient invc!:itigntion be 
discovered the cause of the discrepancies, and 
they opened up before him a new and unexplored 
realm in the physics of gases. 'orne of the 
properties of gases that were disco,·ered in this 
way were shown in the beautiful high-vacuum 
tubes exhibited by :lir. Risteen last year. 
The a·ecent di 'COYery of '· argon," the new con-
stituent of the nir, was due to a simil:u- methodi-
cal mvestigatiou of whtlt seemed to be bad 
observations. A. slight cliffercnce was obset·ved 
between the density of nitrogen as obtained 
from the air, and that of tho same gas as ob-
tninetl from its chemical componuds. Instead 
of rejectin~ (liscrepant measures nod " smooth-
ing things," Lord Rayleigh tlnd Pa·oressor Ram-
sey examined :ill the result systematically, and 
after a. great deal of hard, blind work, they suc-
ceeded in isolating the substance · 'argon," 
which i!, now tllought to be a new eleaneut. This 
discovery is uml;ubtedly one of the most im-
portant that hnYe been made for many years, 
and we ca.uuol yet foresee it consequences. At 
the present moment the new substance seems to 
be entit·cJy anomalous, and if subsequent re-
search confirms its elementnry na.ture, we shall 
undoubtedly ba-;-e to modify many of our pres-
ent chemical theories to m:tke room for it. 
The design for the new arrangement of the 
chapel was hy W . EJ. Morse, Jr., '95. He will 
receive tbe prize offered for the best design. 
THE STEAM ENGINE. 
Leeta re to lle:alora b 7 A. K. M•••Geld. 
Gentlemen: 
I h!lYe selected for the subject of my remarks, 
" Present Tendencies ln Engine Construction," and 
design, If possible, to bring out some points of 
Interest to you relatin;.r to changes now going on, a nd 
to be anticipated in this branch of mechanics. 
I labor under tbe disndt"anta~e of not knowing to 
wba~ extent. yoo are acquaillletl with tbe science of 
steam engineering, therefore to make my conclusions 
more Intelligible, will begin wltb a brief historical 
review. 
The science of steam engineering, as you are all 
doubtlt>SS aware, may properly be said to have begun 
with the Investigations and discover ies of James 
Watt. The lotelll~ence of this wonderful mao, by 
some called t he Shakespere of steam engineering, 
wa.~ so remarkable that be was able, In a few years, 
to solve the principal problems connected with the 
economical use of steam, as we understand It, so 
completely a~ to leave comparatively little for his 
ambitious followers to accomplish. 
Bf>for~ Watt, condensation was accomplished by 
spraying water directly into the steam cylinder. He 
separated the condenser from th~ entnne, thns 
enabling the cylinder to be held at n more nearly 
uniform temperature, and enabling him to donble the 
useful effect of the steam. 
lie invented lhc steam jacket, and explained its 
philosophy io a masterful manner. lie first applied 
theceotrifugulgoveraor, that beautiful machine which 
may safely be salu to be the mo:-.t aruly clas~lcal of all 
mechanical dc\•ice . He also inv~ntcd thll steam 
engine lndlcator,-in a crude form, of course, but 
relined enough, as it was sure to be from his hands, 
to fully sui t the requirements or hl:t day. 
Some political economjsts have told us that the 
steam engine has done more to civilize the world, 
during tbt: last century, than nll other lullocnces. It 
this be so, and It may not lightly be denied, then 
J ames Wott mny well be placed at the head, as the 
g-reatest Individual benefactor of the human race. I 
belle\·c that in mechanics we are too prone to sepa~ 
rate tllc mao from his work , rather glorifying the 
work while half forgetting the worker. If this be 
au error, as I believe, I shall try to avoid it. this 
morning. 
A8 I propo:~e to consider stationary engines alone, 
I ooly ca--ually refer to Stephen on, the futber of the 
locnmoLI ve. 
He i-. known principally throu:rb his two great in-
ventlon~-nrtificial draft produced by the escaping 
t-xhnust, and his wonderful link motion-the latter 
another of Lbo~oe cias:.ical colllblnations In mechunlsm 
which iwmortnUzc, it;: inventor. 
Io Stlltionary work, the n~xt ~rent lnvtntor to leave 
a Wl·Ll-<lellnt•d footprint in 1 he path of Watt, was oor 
Geoq:cc II. Corlit>s. In consld··rlo:r his work we must 
bear lo mlurl Lllut, dating from Watt, the science of 
which we are treating is but little more than a century 
old. TbtiL tbo tlrst half of that century saw but few 
engines l'roduct:d compared with the vast number 
made io the latter half. Corliss' work be~au in 
about 1849. He seems to ba,·e Invented the rocking 
or Corliss vnh•e, and or iginated the application of 
the centr ifugal governor to the SO·called releasing 
valve gear. 
His lvork, however, seems to me to have been more 
to the llne of a con~trocting engineer and a pushing 
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business man than in that of an Inventor. He applied 
such admirable eklll and boldness to the details or 
design and proportions of parts, t hat ln spite of what 
most have been viewed in t he 1lrst place as extreme 
complexity of mechanism, the admirable results In 
point or economy which he obtained, jnstlded the 
means; and t he clvUlzed world by copying biB work, 
bas glorl1led him as the o riginator of a new and suc-
cessful type. 
Last among the names of those whose work I wish 
you to consider with me to-day, is that of Mr. J. W . 
Thompson. This name may not be famlliar to you, 
bot the name or the " Buckeye" engine doubtles:~ Is. 
In this case the name of the inventor has been ob-
scured by that or the company which adopted his 
Invention. It is known to you tbat I am e ngaged In 
that company's service. Being, therefore, fairly 
fam Uiar with their product, I shall occupy a little 
time in explaining some of Its features to you. Be-
fore doing so, let me call your attention to the Inter-
esting fact that the founders of this company's busi-
ness began to manufacture steam engines more tha n 
half a century ago. Their experience, therefore, ex-
tends O\'er nearly half the tlmeslnce Watt fi rst. gave hu 
attention to the subject. They began before Corliss 
entered the field, and the number of important Im-
provements in engine construction which have been 
made at their works in this tlme, is worthy or your 
carefnl consideration. 
I s peak of these matters merely as an onlooker, 
and in a desir e to do justice; even to glorify t he 
notably succe.-;sfol workers In steam engineering. 
Previous to the invention of the now well-known 
Buckeye engine tbe founders of thls bo!<iness had 
built n large number of highly successful blgh-speed 
saw-mill engines, which coupled directly on to the 
saw mandrels, thus maklog them, lo this country, at 
least, the pioneer builders or high-speed englo<:s. 
The modern Buckeye engine, however, was fi rst 
brought out s hortly prior to the Ph1Jadelphla Exposi-
tion. It was invented nod designed by Mr. Thomp-
son, aud at once attracted the attention of the engi-
neering world. I con,.lder this Invention to be 
entitled to the dlstloctlou of being classed as a new 
and important type, and sbnlJ ask you to con!llder 
with me ome of Its novelties. 
I htwe here a model or o. vulve-movement, showing 
the constr uction and operation of the ordinary slide-
valve. 1 t is not a Buckeye valve, but if you under-
stl:Luu this well you will under:.tand the Buckeye bet-
ter. I t.ake it that you are already so faruiUar with 
this that it. would he useless for me to occupy much 
of your tlmo with It, but will, ne\·ertheless, to 
refresh your memory, point. out Its Leading featu res. 
The vulve, B!i I s:~ ld before, Is tl1e ordinary slide-
valve. It dates from Watt's time, and i« stiU In very 
extensive use. Nearly all the Iocomo~i\'es of t be 
wo rld ha\'e it. 
Io stationary practice It Is principally used lu con-
nection with Lltrottliog governors. 
Thl,j is the kind of engine which Corliss displaced, 
bein;.c able to guarantee u.llOllt forty per cenL. better 
efficiency by the use of his uutomatic cot-off Rystem 
with cundenser tban could be obtained by throttling 
performance without condenser; about bali of this 
bt:ing due to the condenser . 
I wlll now call your attention to the Buckeye 
hollow-valve. This valve Is made hollow to obviate 
the necessity of the " D " cavity of the ordinary 
slide-valve. 
To explain how it Is held to Its scat and balanced : 
Suppose a hollow box filled with steam at boiler 
pressure, thus (referred to figure on blackboard) 
t he pressure or the steam Is counter-balanced within 
the valve, and there Is no tendency of the valve to 
leave its resting place. Suppose an opening or port 
cot through. A steam p ressure due to the area or 
this port now tends to llrt the valve f rom its seat. 
Suppose this port to be 80 placed relative to Lhe 
cylinder port that steam Is admitted to the cylinder; 
there is now a lifting pres:.ure due to the areas or 
both ports. NO\V suppose one or more round rings, 
resting on the top of the valve and fitted to a steam 
chest., steam tight, above the valve; the steam chest 
also contains steam at boiler pressure. Clearly the 
valve is forced to Its seat. by a pressure due to tbe 
total area ot the circle or circles whose diameter 
is the outside diameter of the ring or rings. This Is 
t rue 80 long as the riog re~ts on the top of the valve 
with lhe usual steam-tight joint. 
Now lf we cut through the valve Inside the ring at 
D to admit steam to the valve, the conditions of 
balance are not changed, fo1· the l!team without acts 
against the steam of equal pres;~ure within, quite the 
same whether a wall Is Interposed or not. Tbus far 
the fnethod of balance; uow as to the amount, or the 
size of the rings . I have said that In the position 
shown, wblcb is the position In which lhe valve has 
Its maximum lift, the nrens of both ports are a meas-
ure or the llning force. This needs to be modlllcd. 
The llflin:: force may be and usually ls greater than 
this. A certain amount of steam ~ets between the 
valve and Its seat and ndds to tbt: lil\lng force. 
To cut off as far as possible the extent to which 
thl11 steam can act, a ~roove Is cot In the valve. This 
grol)ve commuuicatcs with the exterior. 
'l'he eccentt lc opert~Linl{ the cut-oft' valves is In torn 
operated on by the shaft governor. This device, now 
so universally in use, wu llrl!t s uccessfuUy applied 
through the ln~enulty of Mr. Thompson. 
In conJSiderlng the tcmlcncle or t.wam engine con-
struction, compound or multiple cylinder engines are 
very soon iorceJ opoo our attention. Tbe reason for 
the superior economy of compound enl!lnes Is OQually 
sa ill to be owing to the reduction In cylinder conden-
sation attained thereby. You are doubtl~ss acquainted 
with the theory of this matter, and I will not take the 
time required to go over IL, but. wUI rather call your 
attention to some facti! less commonly con ldered. 
Let a V{·rtical line,.\ , rcpresuPt the Oril!in of volume, 
and a horizontal line, D, Lbe o l'lgm of pressures Lo a 
steam engine cylinder. Suppose the length, AO, to 
represent the maximum volume obtained io them. 
( Here followed blackboard t!xplanations to show 
tbe Impracticability or hl~h rates or expansion In a 
single cylinder, aside from any consideration of cylin-
der conden atlon.) 
Now, if it Is true, as Is on.eo asserted, lhat the best 
economy 1:~ obtained by compre•'ilng to the initial 
pressure, then in the cn'-e shown we would h1lve to 
compress aloog the expansion line. therefore no 
E<team would be a.dmiLt.cd anl.l no work done. Socb 
a use of steam l.s clearly not pracllcal, yet. to expand 
to eight pounds nbove zero is thoroughly pa actl-
clll lo compound practice, aod si x per cent. or more 
clearance Is very u;~ual. Even If a lesll compression 
tltau to inlLial pressure Is best, yet the met.bod o( 
dl,jtrlbutlon with the a'lsnmed loltlal and terminal 
pressures Is not good. I merely cite thlll elementary 
case to :-bow tbat cylinder condensation is not alone 
the reason for compouodin!l engine . 
There area variety of rea-;ons why compound eo-
glues are more favorable to economical performance 
beside tbe fact or reduced condensation. Another, is 
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the Increased facillty or lubrication, as we shall see 
further on. 
Perhaps the most marked tendency or the present 
time Is that of Increase of bolter pressure. 
Watt Is recorded as being Inclined to favor low 
pressures, being :<atlsfied with about seven pounds 
above the atmosphere. 
Shortly after Watt, with the advent or so-called 
high pressure or uon-condenslng engines eighty 
pounds boiler pressure wns employed, a.ud for many 
years eighty to ninety pounds was almost nniversal 
practice In statlouo.ry work In this country. 
In locomotive practice higher pressures prevnUed. 
W hen eighty to ninety pounds was ~tntlonsry prac-
tice one hundred and ten to one hundred and twenty 
wa.s In common use on locomotives. During the last 
few years higher pressures have come Into rather 
frequent use, and at the present time we are called 
upon to provide engines to work onder oue hundred 
and t.wenty·tlve to one hundred nnd fifty, und even 
one hundred and sb::ty pounds boiler pressure, while 
locomotives are using from one hundred and slxly to 
two bundr .. d pounds. 
I suppose It is easy to underst.and that engine 
builders would prefer uot to baye to meet. such im-
portanL changes in prnctlcc as this. Given an engine 
well adapted to work onder a boiler pressure of 
eighty to ninety pounds, It moy be very Ill-adapted to 
use steam at a pressure of one hundred and twcnty-
tlvtl to one hundred and fifty pounds; therefore, a 
company which is well equipped for building engines 
to meet the first conditions named, may rt:qolre Lo 
extensively change Its ml'tbods to meet the higher 
preR ores. 
This is what 11as occurred, and Is occurrtu~ with 
most engine builders-a gradual change In methods, 
and In proportions aud stren~th of parts to meet t.he 
modern demands. 
Tbls cbauge i.s brought about not only from the in-
crease iu pressu res used, but also because of the 
modern method of ruoulog engines contlnuoul!ly, 
which Is coming more and more in vogue. 
It Is common practice In electric lighting and rail-
road stations to run engines under heavy pressure 
and load twenty-four hours per day, for alltbe seven 
days of the week. Slmllur practice is often followed 
in rolling mills, flouring mills, etc. Add to this tbe 
!act of the continued shifting from no load to maxi-
mum, which occurs In some lines of business, snch 
as electric street railways and modern rolling 
mill practice, it will be appreciated that t.o produce 
engines for some of the demands or modern service 
iB quite a dilfcrent matter from what It was to build 
engines for the more moderate demands of a few years 
ago. 
(Here a letter from a manufacturing firm was read 
stating that a Buckeye engine in their works bad just 
completed a continuous run of thir teen months and 
thlrteen days, without a moment's stop.J 
I am able to point out to you some or the dUllcul-
tles attending the changes to which I have referred. 
First, referrin!!' back to the ordinary sllde-valve it 
wUI be seen that the extent of surface subjected to 
friction is a fnnctioo of the wldtb and length of the 
port. (The valve travel Is a fllDcUon of t he width of 
the port). I would go Into this matter with you 
with the aid of the Zeuner diagram, bot you either 
are already familiar with that braDcb of the subject 
or wl11 soon become so. 
Now it Is a somewhat eu•·ious tact, that although 
the exteol. of wearing surface in the ordinary sUde-
valve, a.s well as ln the Buckeye, and other valves, ls 
a function of the dimensions of the port; yet eo long-
as ordinary pressure or steam was n~:~ed, this surfac& 
was g reat enough so that its pressure, or the press-
ure on It, per square Inch was not enough to In-
terfere with easy lubrication. But as the use of 
the more modern heavy pressures came about, this 
wearing surface was not adequate. To be sore steam 
at a higher pressure Is a more dense substance, and 
larger ports are required to permit Its ea~y passage 
to the cylinder, aud, as before Indicated, the 'veoring 
surface became greater w1th the larger ports, but 
not to the required extent to overcome the trouble. 
Here Is indicated a po~:~slble source or grief in the 
construction of steam machinery which I wonld 
wa:n you to a>oid. The method of lubricating the 
valves and piston of an engine is ut best crude. 
Heavy oil Is admltt.ed by suitable means to the-
rapidly passing steam. Of course, but a very small 
por tion of this steam, and therefore or the oil, 
reaches the surface to be lubricated. Yet the method 
serve:~ well where tbe:-~c surfaces are not subjected to 
au over pressure, and when tbe oil Is of suitable 
quality. Moreover, two surfaces reciprocating on 
each other, through a short distance, are often 
specially bard to lubricate. Take the case of a 
Rocker arm vibrating on Its shaft. (Explained from 
model.) An annoying case has come to my attention 
within a few day$. 
W e have recently Installed three compound en-
gines In a street railway pln.nt, in which all of the 
rocker arms have shorUy bc·come cut on their shafts. 
The ext.ent of surface was cxceptiouully g reat and 
the strains on tb~ surfaces were light, but, owing to 
the ~ohort. e.xtent of vibration and to some lack of 
jud~ment in arranging grooves to carry the oil to 
every part of the surface, a small part of the surface 
" rnu dry." If the rocker had vibrated through a. 
large nrc, or revolved about the shaft, probnbly no 
trouble would have been experienced. 
To return to the valve surface. Various methods 
have been used to reduce the friction due to high 
pressure. In locomotives, balancing plates have been 
applJed to the back or the valve in such a way as to 
partially balance the pressure due to the" D," notably 
the Richardson method. I n stationary service par-
tially balanced valves, such as the Buckeye and 
others, are employed; also gr idiron valves of large 
extent of surface and small travel. The only com-
pletely balanced valve, however , Is the round 01· piston 
valve. This form of valve lR coming into great favor 
in marine service, being usually applied on all the 
cylinders of tr iple expansion engines, except the flnal 
or low pressure cylinder , which is fitted with a fiat 
valve. This construction I have introduced on Buck-
eye Compound Engines of the larger sizes, and even 
on smaller engines when applied to severe service. I t 
is a well-known fact that for tightness of action the 
fiat value bas no rival, while tor case of handling and 
lubr lcallng, the round valve is pre-eminent, althoo~h 
it Is difficult, if not. impos:ilble, to prevent slight leak.-
a:;:e past the >alve at some points of Its movement. 
Both qualities can not be attained In the highest 
degree In either valve a lone. 
The application of the round valve to the high 
pressure cylinder, and of t he flat valve to t he low 
pressure, seems to be a good combination; for although. 
a small amount of leak may occur past the first valve, 
the effect of thts steam Is not entirely lost, for It does 
some work in t he low pres ore cylinder. This argo-
went, howeYer, should not be taken as an apology ror 
using the round valve. The round valve bas Sllch 
points of &uperiority, especinlly when used double-
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that Is, one round valve within another with constant 
travel of each-that it Is a highly desirable device for 
use In simple engines using high pressures. 
This form of valve, 1. e. the stogie round valve, has 
been applied to locomotives by the Baldwin Loco-
motive Works in recent years, and I look to see lts 
use in this service become much more extended. 
T riple expansion is used to some extent In station-
a ry work, nod good results huve been obtained in 
point of economy; but I belietJt that one of the former 
students of this Institute bas correctly pointed out 
that the method of carrying the expansion through 
three cylinders has been applied where, l.n some cnses, 
as good economy would have been obtained by the 
judicious u:;c of two cylinders only. Tbe "Rock-
wood System," so called, may not supplant triple ex-
pansion, but Mr. Rockwood has already, In his per-
sistent advocacy of his views, made an undoubted 
Impression, lnlluencing the tendency of the times. 
Tbls means that two-cylinder engines are sometimes 
fou nd to be ample for economy Wh('re three cylinders 
bave before been thought essential to produce that 
economy. In marine service, where blgh ro.tes of 
clearance space seem to be essential, this Is probably 
less true. 1 was recently on a small ocean steamer 
In which, as I was told by the bulltlers, the lowest 
<:learance, £.e. the clearance of the cylinder which had 
the least amount, was 28 per cent. This seems enor-
mous to a builder of stationary engines, who, for-
tunately, usually has more room to work ln. 
Compounding without the use of the condenser, or 
non-condensing compounding, Is coming into use 
slowly, but with scm1e ~aln in economy. In Ohio 
there is a large manufactory of portable farm engines, 
which last year began to build these engines with 
compound cylinders. While this ls economical of 
fuel, I believe that the plan was adopted principally 
to lessen the amount of water oeces:sary to be carried 
on the machine. 
There seems to be a reaction away f rom the s hort-
stroke engines of high rotative speed, recently so 
much advocated. 
The belief that short, quick strokes would reduce 
cylinder condensation to such an extent as to im-
prove economy, has not been realized. The notable 
exnmples of economical engines have been slow run-
nlng-i. e., as to revolutions. 
The lowest record In compound engines 18 one 
designed by Mr. E. D. Leavitt. The engine is a 
pnmpln~r engine, having a uuiform loan, and a stroke 
or ten feet. Not many of us may hope to CODilt ruct 
an engine or as great stroke as thls. 
The difficulties attcndlo~ tlle running of engines 
seem to increase with tbe number of revolutions per 
unit of time. We know that the Inertia or recipro-
cating parts increases with the square of the revolu-
tions, while decreasing only directly with the stroke; 
and this Inertia becomes a. somewhat serious matter 
to take care of in engines of high speed. Centrifugal 
force of r evolving partE! Increases with th~ square of 
the revolutions; for Instance, that o! the balance 
weiabt In the crank, which produce'i friction on tbe 
jou;nal. The work or friction Increases with the 
revolutions, Increasing liability to beat at rubbing 
surfaces. What 1 want to make clear is that among 
engines, those of high rotative speed arc most 
t roublesome. Yet there is a plain tenduncy to In-
crease the speed of medium and long-stroke engines. 
This ts found to be en~lrely practicable, for the rota-
tive s peed Is still kept much less than in the short-
stroke engines to which I have referred. Whereas 
600 feet piSI.on speed Is as much as should be com-
monly used In abort-stroke engines, we dod that 800 
to 900 feet Is being recently applied In the longer-
stroke engines with success. 
As I have said before, engines fo r certain kinds of 
work are belog boUt or much heavier construction 
than heretofore. Electric street r..1llway service has 
been the g reatest lolluence to bring this change about. 
T his kind of service, while It is perhaps uo more severe 
than rolling mill work, yet It occupies a larger fteld 
and therefore exerts a wider lolluence. 
There can be no doubt that most of us learn wis-
dom from unpleasant experiences, and in this Une o! 
ser vice the experiences which have ted up lO the 
ma.<Jslve hlgh·duty engine of the present moment (so 
to speak) have been unpleasant to a good many 
builders. Among these experiences may be men-
tioned the considerable number or disasters to heavy 
fty wheels whlch have occurred, say In the fe\V years 
while you have been following your studies In this 
I nstitute. I can call to mind a dozen o•· more of these 
accidents which have, in the aggregate, caused the 
destruction of a good deal or properLy and some loss 
of life. These experiences, which may be added to 
In klnd aoy day, should lead u~ers or large wheels not 
recently designed, t t) have them examined expertly, 
and replaced If of doubtful strength, nnd have lud 
engineers and theorists to give t.he matter or wheel 
cont-tructlon very close alteutioo recently. A t1venty 
to thirty foot wheel, \vhose rim may wtlgh from 
twenty to for ty tons, flying through the air nt the 
rate or a mile or more per minute, may have a centrif-
ugal force or twenty LO thirty pounds per pound of 
rim weight-a bursting t~truio of a good deal ortm-
portance, and a mechanical element. whose desl~o Is 
now known to require the utmost skill. We hove In-
surance companies which Insure against the acci-
dental burs Ling of boilers. It bas been sug~ested 
that It is not Impracticable to exercise the same 
supervision over the con:.truction and operation of 
wheels . 
A omewhat curio:Js coincidence l<t that a mlle per 
minute seems to be about the safe limit of speed for 
wheel r ims, belts and locomotives. 
We recognize a. tendency toward the use of larger 
engines. ~fodern practice seems to be In the direc-
tion of concentrating power, where It may be done 
without detriment, incl'eas lng boiler pressure, com-
pounding and condensing. Until recently condensing 
ha<~ only been performed where plenty of condensing 
water was easily available, but now a new device, 
which may be called a water cooler, Is coming Into 
vogue. By m('ans of this apparatus the same water 
Is repeatedly used for condensing the exhaust steam. 
This water Is kept cool e nough for Its purpose by 
being sprayed, or finely divided, by certain mechani-
cal means, and allowed to fall like a shower past 
rapidly ascending air, driven past the water by means 
ot a large re,·olving fan. Tbe re ults obtained from 
this apparatus seem to make it probable that con-
densing steam plunts will soon become the r11le 
ratber than, as heretofore, tile exception. 
It can hardly be expected that I would miss so good 
an opportunity as the present to iolllct some little 
advice on you. 
I t ls now about twenty-t\vo years since I completed 
my studies, such as you are occupied with. I remem-
ber that one of the things I thought I had learned, 
which seemed to me to be o! the g reatest Importance, 
was that the science of engineering was the science 
of economy. That eng! neeriog meant the application 
of economic principles; how to produce the required 
result with the least material, etc., etc. In the best 
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sense, t.bls Is no doobt trne. But I warn you to be-
gin early to learn to apply It in tbe best sense. 
You llre taught about factors of safety. Let me 
ask yon to be generous with them. After a long 
course of study In applied mechanics, and the manip-
ulation of !!gores to determine how small an amount 
of material may be employell In a shaft or n bolt or a 
wheel, or any mechanical element. to do the required 
work, or withstaDd the Imposed stralu safdy, a tre-
mendoos temptation has been-I rol:;bt almost say-
forced upon you, to try to ~:;aln credit. by accomplish-
ing the re ul t sought with as little material as pos-
sible. I warn yon earnestly to steer clear of this 
rock. I ha,·e seen illoumcrable fallul'es from parts 
being made too weak, but do not remember any 
where the part which failed was too strong. Be boiJ 
and err knowingly, if it Is po~Kible, on the safe side, 
and you will earn the prood dhninctlon or being saie 
engineers 
I presume you ha,re not been taught the bone 
theory. It is an excellent guide. Some twenty to 
twent.)-tlve years ago I bad the good fortune to ~ain 
some experlt'nCe under the direction of an able en-
ginel·r, who ball practically no tecbnlcul education in 
the sen. e In which we generally understand the ex-
pres lon. 
He was, In the work with which he was familiar, a 
safe man. Hls work stood. I t did not break down, 
nor easily w~ar out. He Hxed dlmenlllons without 
calculation. I once asked him why he made a certain 
shaft that size. He replied, "I feel It In my bones 
that that is right." I bzl\re found that to be a com-
fortable f eeling to have. With that feeling a man 
sleeps nights; but when you feel doubtful, and Ue 
awake wltb a feeling of dlstrost In your bones, go 
over it aud Increase your factor of safety. 
I know o f an emiuent eDgiDeer who, In designing a 
large and Important cotton mill here in Massachu-
setts, calculated with great care the dimensions of 
the beams and columns which were to support the 
lower floor, and from that all the lloors above. These 
beams anu columns were of cast iron and were 
shaped with the utmost regard to the most economi-
cal distribution of metal, according to the knowledge 
of the day when t hey were desl;nttd. After the mill 
was erected and the machinery In It set In operation, 
the deflection of the beams became g reat enough to 
be a matter of serlous apprehension to the designer , 
so much 80 that be quickly bad dnpllc.ate columns 
and beams placed beside the originals, thus doubling 
the strength of the whole. Such a course, after the 
r etloE'd cftlcnlations of the first design, seems waste-
f ul of material, but the mill stand , and has stood 
f or some twenty-tlve or thirty years. 
How shall we determine oar factors or safety? In 
the first place, let me urge you to uoid reliance upon 
your own Individual judgment when It ls possible t-o 
refer to precedents, and, in matters of Importance, 
let those prt!cedents be such as have stood the test of 
long service. It Is a singular fact that parts of heayy 
machinery such ns engines, which may do good ser-
vice for a year or two, or more, may not be suitable 
for a good deal longer period. Some have accounted 
for this by a subtle lnfioeoce named by them, "fatigue 
of metals." I do not know to what extent metals 2'et 
tired of the duties sometimes Imposed upon them, 
but to eliminate the necessity of factors of fatigue, 
choose the cases from which yon derive the constants 
for your formulre , as before said, from those which 
have endured the test of time. 
I do not take kindly to the term " factor of safety," 
although It probably bas a more or less leg itimate nse. 
To convey the idea which I have In mind, the ose of 
a factor, which might be called "factor of r igidity," 
would have more appropriateness. Many parts of 
machines or mechanical strnctures may possess vast ly 
more strongU1 than is actually necessary to perform 
their functions, and yet may deflect, vibrate or tremble 
onder their strains to such nn extent as to seem to t he 
eye to be weak. This must be overcome by making 
them I' tronger yet. 
As a case In point, I remember a lar~e, hl~h·speed 
engine, ba\•lug an overbun~ cylinder. The outer 
end of the cylinder, a:; is ortt-n the case iD such en-
gines, bad a slight sidewise or lateral ' ' ibration. By 
mea.<~nrement, I found the amount of this vibration 
to be about two-hundredths of an loeb, yet It seemed 
so great an amount to the eye of the purchase r of the 
engine that he complained of It with bitterness. A. 
structu re ought, when it may, to have the appearance 
of suiHclent t~treogth as well as the actuality. Rigidity 
Is essential to this. 
Ltt me call your attention to the Increasing ten-
dency toward the nse of steel In places where 
wrought or cast Iron has been used. This Is a matter 
of great Interest and importance. I spoke of cast 
Iron beams and columns which were used some 
twenty-five or thirty years ago ID the construction of 
a certain mill. I n modern p ractice t hese parts would 
be made or steel. This tendeDcy Is quite the same In 
engine coostrnctlon as In other branches of engineer-
ing, although, perhaps, not 80 marked. Certain 
shapes are much better produced by the moulders' 
a rt than othe•·wise, but in these shapes steel ca~>tlngs 
are, to some extent, s upplanting cast Iron . I look to 
see tbls tendency IDcrease rapidly, for a great deal of 
capital bas r ecently been applied to the establish-
ment of fo undries for t he production of steel cast-
Ings. This should be a matter of cong ..,atulation to 
you, the comlng engineers, for cast iron Is a treacher-
ous material, when its qualities are compared with 
those of Lhe modern material called steel. 
POLO. 
The game of polo Saturday, Feb. 23, at 
Cambridge, resulted in the first defeat for the 
Tech team this year. The score was 2 to 0. 
The boys took their defeat gracefully, ac· 
k:nowledgiog that they got into a little too fast 
company. 
The best feature of the game was the playing 
of Goodridge, the Harvard rusher. His work 
was of the highest order and he received much 
applause. 
Tbe Tech team's best playing was done by 
Sibley and HaiTis. In fact, if it had not been 
for their star work, the defeat would have been 
much more se~ere. 
The line up was as follows: 
w. p, J. 
Warren } 
Knowles 
Philpot 
S ibley 
Harris 
Ruibers 
Centre 
Half-back 
Goal 
BARV.uu>. 
{ Clarkson Goodridge 
Sharpless 
Elliot 
Brown 
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Bu.hes won by Knowlee 
" " Warren 
" " Goodridge 
" " Warren 
S~psln GoaJ 
Referee, Mr. Jewell. 
Goal by Goodridge 
.. u 
{ Harris 10 Brown 6 
Goodridge 
W. P. I. A . A . INDOOR MEET. 
Th .&. ........ a e a .. fer •awe~a loUJa. 
Arrangements for the Athletic Meet are fnst 
being completed. The list of events, as it now 
stands, is slightly altered from that first given 
out a few weeks ago. The open handicap 
events are foor in number, consisting of a 40-
yards dash, 600-yards run, 1-mile walk and pole-
vault. The Academy and High School have 
entered la.rge teams, and a team of 12 men from 
H arvard is entered. 
At present there are only three events for 
T ech men exclusively. These are high jomp, 
600-yards run , and 1000-yards run. There is 
some probability, however, t hat a 40-yards dash 
will be added to these. 
The team race between the classes will be the 
last event, in order to give the men opportunity 
to participate in the other events whi!e at their 
best. 
A team race between the St. Paul's of t his 
city and the St. Mary's of Boston, had been 
arranged, but has been withdrawn on account of 
illness of the team from Boston. 
After Tech's inability to secure a team race 
with M. I . T., an attempt to secru·e a team 
from Brown was made, but Capt. Allen re-
ceived word the first of the week that they 
woold not run against our team. Both A mherst 
and Trinity were immediately commonicatoo 
with, and it is hoped a race may be arranged 
with one or the other of these colleges. In case · 
this project fails, the Tech 'Varsity team will 
run a team of W . P . I. graduates. The grad-
uate team will probably consist of Messrs. 
Dadmon, GaJingher, Whipple and Allen. 
Reserved seat tickets are now on sale at 
Speirs' athletic store. T he sooth side of the 
rink will be reserved for ladies and their escorts. 
The members of the Faculty and the Alumni 
wilJ occupy the sooth gallery. 
T he prizes are on exhibition at Corbett's 
jewelry store. In the open events the prizes 
are: Princess lamps for fi rsts and statuettes 
for those winning second place. In the closed 
events the first and second men will receive sil-
ver loving cups. 
The officials of the e'\""ening will be: Referee, 
B. A. Adams ; J udges at Finish, Prof. G. B. 
Viles, Dr. J. R. Fitzpatrick and A. 0. Knight; 
Field Jodges, E. W. Kinsley, W . A. C.; H. J. 
Foller, W. P . I., and N. C. Keyes, W. C. I.; 
Timers, P . B. B urley, W . A. C. ; I. E. Bige-
low, W. A . C. , and F . Conlson, W. A. C. ; 
Starter, W. F. Donovan, W. A. S.; Clerk of 
Course, W. A. Beaudette, W . A. C.; Assistant 
Clerk of Course, F. E. Knowles, W . P. I . ; 
Announcer, B. D. T emple, W . P. I . ; Inspec-
tors, Dr. L. L. Conant, Dr. L. P. Kinnicutt, E. 
G. Penniman, W. P. I . ; A. G. Ma.son, W. B. 
S., and R. E . Barker, W. A. T he ushers will 
be Messrs. Davis, Warren, Clement, Sanford, 
'95.; Mayo, Gibbs, Crawshaw, '96 ; Elliott, '97 ; 
Mru·less and Synyer, '98. 
CURRENT TOPICS CLUB. 
The Current Topics Club has been organized 
with the following officers: President, A . W . 
Clement, '95 ; Vice-President, C. C. Chalfant, 
'97 ; Secretary and Treasurer, B. H. Morse, 
'97. These three officers, with Prof. Cutler and 
Dr. Haynes, form the Execotive Committee. 
T he object of this society is to discuss cor-
rent topics of wide general interest. It is one 
of the duties of the Executive Committee to 
assign to several members different topics for 
discussion. The number of assignments for 
each meeting is not great , and the object of this 
measore is to provide facts for the general dis-
cussion of each meeting. A question draw is 
also encouraged, and it is the wish of the Ex-
ecutive Committee that the questions for dis-
cussion be handed t.o the Secretary at least 
three days previous to any regular meeting. T he 
meetinus will be held fortnightly, nod all mem-
bers of the Institute can become members, if 
they so desire, by paying a trilling initiation fee 
and an annual assessment. 
T he first regular meeting for discussion of 
some topic was held in Boynton Ball, f'riday 
evening, .March 1st. At 7 :45 President Clem-
ent called the meeting to order, and stated that 
the topic to be discussed w-as " T he War Be-
tween China and J apan." l!Ir. Riley, '!>6, 
opened the discussion by remarks on the causes 
which led to the struggle. The next speaker 
was l\ir. Throop, '97, who spoke on the progress 
of the war. H is words were easily followed by 
the assistance of a sketch of Corea and China, 
which be had drawn on the bla.ckboard. Mr. 
Clement then spoke on the relative conditions of 
the two countries, and was followed by J. W. 
Chalfant, Jr., '96, on the causes which have 
lead to the numerous victories won by J o.pan. 
The formal discussion wns closed by Mr. 
Brigham, '96 , who predicted some of the 
effects of the war on the world. 
The meeting adjourned at nine thirty P. M. 
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C. L. GORHAM & CO., 
DEALERS IN 
FINE . ·. PIANOS. 
OROANS, MUSICAL MERCHANDISE AND 
SHEET M USIC IN OREAT VARIETY. 
A ll populnr ebeet mu lc and songs of tbe day just half 
price. llru:ijo and Guitar strings equally cheap. 
454 M a in St1~eet. 
THE HORACE PARTRIDGE CO., 
385 Washington Street, 
BOSTON-
At~letic Supplies of every Description. 
Outfitters to W . P . I . Football Team. 
STOP AT THE COMMONWEALTH HOTEL, 
Worcester, lllaaa. F. G. UAUDEN & co., Proprieton. 
Two Minutes .trom Unlon Depot. Rate.. $2.00 and $2.50 per day. 
BUllard ltoom. Steam Heat. Eleetrle Ll{rht. Sample Rooms. Balbi. 
C. W. CLAFLIN & CO., 
DJtALEll8 J:N Al.L KL"'>B OF 
Anthracite and Bituminous CoaL 
Also, all kinds of Wood and Kindlings. 
AD orders wUI have our most careful and prompt atten- Offices, No. 375 Malo Street and at Yards, Shrewsbury tloo. Send for our lllu trated catalogue. Street and Uoloo Street, cor. Central. 
PAUL F. SEIBOLD, 
FIRST- CLASS 
Hair Cnttin(, Shavi111 ~ Shampooin[ Parlors. 
CHILDREN'S HAIR CUTTING A SPECIALTY. 
RAZORS HONE D. 
476 Main Street, over CLARK, SAWYER Co . , 
WORCESTER, MASS. 
KYES & WOODBURY, 
ARTISTS AND ENGRAVERS, 
84 PARK A VENUE, 
"W"ORCESTER, ~ASS-
BARTON PLACE, 
WORCESTER. 
PRINTERS OF ILLUSTRATED 
MAT T ER. 
FINE JOB PRINTING 
OF,. , . 
EVERY DESCRIPTION. 
TELEPBOKE, llo. 8174. 
A B C of Electricity. 
Accurate and Comprebenslfe. 108 Pages. 
PRICE, POSTPAID, 50 CENTS. 
Address, £LEC1RICAL REVIEW PUBUSHING CO., 13 Park Row, N. Y. 
aaJDple (lop7, " ELECI'RIC::.t.L REVIEW," Free. 
WESBY'S BINDERY 
Does every description of rebinding 
and repairing at reasonable prices. 
Office, 3 8 7 Main Street, 
'"W"ORCESTER, ~.ASS-
SINGERS WANTED 
-FOR--
CENTRAL CHURCH CHOIR . 
The chorus choir is being rl!organized for the 
next year and there are several openings for 
T enors and Basses. 
Apply to Cbas. H. Grout, organist & director, 
Burnside Building , Main Street. 
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MACULLAR & SON, 
MEN'S CLOTHES, 
CHAMBERS, 425 MAIN STREET, 
Cor. Front Street. 
C . C. LO-w-ELL, 
(Successor to J. C. Wmn.,) 
HEADQUARTERS ~OR 
Mathematical • Instruments 
And ARTIST MATERIALS. 
PAINTS, OILS, GLABB, and V ARNIBHES. 
12 PEARL ST., opp. Post-Oftlee. 
C. E. TOBEY & CO., 
••• DEALERS IN ••• H. F. A. LANGE, 
+Floral Decorator,+ BOOTS, SJOES DJD 8DBBEBS. 
294 Main St., Worcester, Mass., 
Keeps constantly in Stock 
fANCY ROSES AND fiNEST ASSOIHMENT 
Of CUT fLOWERS, 
Wblcb be wtU arrange in Designs of any kind. 
Decorating Parlors and Halls a Specialty. 
GILBERT G. DAVIS, 
Commercial and Book 
PRINTER, 
And B l a nk Book M anufacturer. 
Publlahet< of the Aftelftnatb of ' 94. 
38 and 44 Front Street, 
WORCESTER, MASS. 
BEMIS & CO., 
BOOTS, SHOES AND RUBBERS. 
All the Latest Novelties in 
FOOTWEAR. 
421 and 423 MAIN STREET, 
WORCESTER. 
S28 Main Street. 
L. W. PENNINGTON, 
Designer, Manufacturing Jeweler, and 
DIAMOND SETTER. 
Badges and Emblems Made to Order. 
Gilding, Acid Coloring and Oxidizing, Repairing, Etc. 
Old Gold and Silver Purchased. 
397 MAIN STREET, WORCESTER, MASS. 
WM. S. SMITH & CO., 
DEALERS IN 
Hardware and 
Building Materials, 
Carpenters' and Machinists' Tools, 
ALSO DRAWING INSTRUMENTS, 
171 Main St., Worcester, Mass. 
"ffiH ·:a.mo:> a1!soddO 
'l~~.lllil UJWJ\1 6to 
'3l:l0.LS OOlfO S ,lf:fll • .LIHh\ 
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FRED. W. WELLINGTON & CO., 1888. 
Wholesale and Retail Dealers In 
COAL_ 
OKNERAL OFFICE. 
416 MAIN ST., WORCESTER, MASS. 
Braneh 01!lee, 600 MAIN STREET. 
Co.u. POCKETS, 
NOR"V'iT:IC::E1,. CO~N. 
RET ..uL y .&.JU>, 
Sonthbrid!e. cor. Hammond St., Worcester, l ass. 
LARGEST STOCK AND lOWEST PRICES 
AT 
S. R. LELAND & SON'S, 
446 Main St., Worcester. 
.Agents for the Celebrated A. C. Fairbank&, L. B. Gat-
comb, Luscomb & Stewart Banjos, Wubbu:ru Vega, 
Bruno & Stratton Oult.arll, Washba:m, Vega, ~tratton, 
&c., &c., Mandolins. 
All goods are tully warranted and exchanged lt nol 
satJsta.ctory. 
--HIRE YOUR--
~.4.. 0 ."JOe B .A.~ X> -r El.A. ~ B 
AT 
HARRINGTON & ER0.7S, 
aa CENTRAL STREET. 
A. F. BRAGG, 
TEMPERANCE DRINKS, 
CIGARS AND TOBACCO, 
PRICE, 
$2.00. 
AT HOME OR ABROAD, 
Wherever you are, you can always be assured of a quick and clean 
shave when you use one of 
Dr. Scott's Electric Safety Razors, 
\vith corrugated roller guard; a perfect device for shaving, without the slight-
est danger of cutting the face; a safeguard against Barbers' Itch, Pimples 
and Blotches. 
A NOVICE CAN USE IT. EVERY BLADE CUARANTEED. 
For sale by all deale rs. or wtll be tent, postpaid, on receipt of price. If you pnrchaae one at the atore. be 
sure to ask for Dr. SCOTT'S, aa this ia tbe only o ne with tbe corrngated roller guard, wh.lcb preventa pulling. 
Send for our book, "Tk DoilfJrs SI"Y," free. q uta Waat ... 
Men&othia KaguiDe. Addreat CEO. A. SCOTT, ROOI 3, 8_.6 Broadway , N . • 
E. A. DICKIE, 
Baggage ~x~ress. 
ORDER SL.& TE, 
9 P leasant S t reet. 
The Richmond Strai(ht Cnt No.I 
CIGRBETTES 
are made fTom tbe brfgl-t est, most 
delicately flavored. and highest cost 
GOLD 'LEAF grown In Vlrgtnla. 
This is tbe OLD AND ORIGUU.L 
BR.&.....-1> OP S1'1u.IGRT CUT Cigar-
ettes, and was brought out by as In the year 1876. 
Beware of r-ltatlo_, and obserre tbat tbe FlliK lU.MZ 
u below, la on e'l"ery ~
ALLEN & GINTER, Manufs •• 
RICILUOI''D1 ' VIRGUCU. 
,, 
VV. ~- LE~IS~ 
8aeee.110r to Lewle 4t E•e ..... 
WlaoleN.Ie and BeWl STATIONER, BLANK BOOK A}."D P A. PER Dearer. All kiods of PRO.~G. BLA.XK 
BOOKS made to order, aleo complete line of TEACHERS' and SCHOOL SUPPI.IES. 
No. 505 MAIN STREET. WORCESTER. MASS. TELEPoon 2i8·'· 
DRA "W""'NG PAPER IN" SHEETS A...~ ROLLS. 
''.llways Ready, Day or Night." BAY STATE STABLES FoUR ELEGANT BARGEs AND ELEGANT HAcKs. 
Office Adjoimng tile Theatra, ' Beplu C;)&dleo 10 mfd Tralnt at '(;oiOD ~" Da, ..... sNIP'-
Iteu of Bay State House, £. B. BPOONEB It CO. , W-wr, •-· 
BAY STATE HOUSE. 
Ranking with befit ot Fira~l&l!il Hotels of New Eog-
laDd, reorganized and 'flll be conducted on a 
SEND 
FIVE 
2•CENT 
STAM .. S 
FOR 
80 
PACE 
CATALOCUE. 
First-Class Basis 
lD every pa.rticular. Passenger Ele,·ator, Well-Fur-
nished Rooms and all heated by Steam. 
FRANK P. DOUGLASS, 
THEO. ALTENEDER & SONS, 
Pl"fll~DELPt-11~. 
Barnard, Swer & Putnam Co., j 
DRY GOODS ).tUJ CA~PETS. ~ 
The largest bouse de•oted to legltiu ate Dry Goods ~ 
ID New England. It grows wltb tbe growth ot Wor- .... ; 
cester County, because It Is the acknowledged Shop- .. 
plllg Rome of tbe Ladles, an1 beeaose &11 tbiogs are .. • 
here that. ought. to be be:re, and at the Fairest Prices: .! 
Barnard, Sumner & • Putnam Co. 
Ia Prepared to do allldDdl ot 
"'I 
• 1. 
c) 
• 
• 
BOOT AND SHO~ R~PAIRING, ; 
~ 326 MAIN STREET, , ~ 
Oppoelte Mechaulea HaU, op ooe Algbt or Stai.r8, f 
Boom 2. 
LADIKS' and GENTS' SEWED WOBK a Specialty. 
Back and Front Staytl and Toe Tips. 
.. DISCOUNT TO TECHS T" 
PATEIT ADJUSTABLE STAID. 
WASHBURN MACHINE SHOP, 
• · P. moom, Baper~atmu~D&. 
J:adles and Gf>•lleMa Looklag ror r1a aad a Good Jlealtbful Exemse, 
CAN FIND l T AT 
eT. P. VV~XTE'S 
Ten. PJ.n., ·BJJJJa.rd a..:1d Pool. Room, 
17 Pearl Street; WertlfJter, ..._ Bean for .LM~: 9 A. Jl. t. 4 P. L 
w~ 
8\IT 
0\IK 
r'tne r!URniSHinQs . . . r. • . 
..1 
~ ATHL~Tit 5\II'Flles 
-01'-
ED\V ARD B. CLAPP, 
365 MAIN STREET. 
~ .A.::L.-:J:II:.El~&, J'r •• 
CUSTOM SHIRT MAKER; . . 
Hatter and Men's Outfitter. 
. DEAD ! No, Only a drop in Prices. ' ' 
' t PINAFORES AND APRONS · · 
For the Chemists. 
DRESS SUlTS FOR THE MACHINE SHOP. 
CRJrr:OH . ~~ 
PORTRAIT 5 !!! · . 
PII.STfL . 
PbttTRIIITS 
I 
ONLY. 
Groups and Large Work a Specialty. 
·~ENOAOE YOUR SITTINO.S.'* 
STUDENTS. Opp. Mechanics Hall. 
t 
